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Anomalous free electron laser interaction
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Abstract

Free electron lasers (FELs) are considered, typically, as fast wave devices. The normal FEL interaction satisfies the

tuning condition oDðkz þ kWÞVz , where o and kz are the em-wave angular frequency and longitudinal wave number,

respectively, Vz is the electron axial speed, and kW is the wiggler periodicity. This paper presents an anomalous FEL

interaction, which may occur in slow-wave FELs (i.e. loaded by dielectric or periodic structures). The anomalous FEL

effect presented here satisfies the tuning condition oDðkz � kWÞVz , and it resembles the anomalous effect in slow-wave

cyclotron resonance masers. A necessary condition for the anomalous interaction is o=kzoVz (i.e., the em-wave phase

velocity should be slower than the electron beam). The paper presents a preliminary experimental result demonstrating

the anomalous FEL effect in a stripline dielectric-loaded FEL experiment. A linear Pierce equation is applied to

describe both the anomalous and normal FELs in the same framework. The paper is concluded with a conceptual

discussion. r 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Free electron lasers (FELs) and cyclotron
resonance masers (CRMs) can be regarded in
common as related devices. Both FELs and CRMs
are based on similar interactions between electro-
magnetic waves and electron beams in wiggling or
cycling motions, respectively. Both interactions
satisfy the unified synchronism condition

o ¼ oe þ kzVez ð1Þ

where o and kz are the wave-angular frequency
and axial wave number, respectively, and oe ¼
keVez is the electron motion frequency where Vez is

the axial electron velocity component, and ke is its
corresponding spatial frequency. In FELs, ke ¼
kW is the wiggler periodicity, whereas in CRMs
oe ¼ oc is the cyclotron frequency.

FELs and CRMs in hollow waveguides are
known, typically, as fast-wave devices. Their em-
wave axial phase-velocity is larger than, or equal
to, the speed of light, Vph ¼ o=kzXc: However,
beside the common fast-wave mainstream, both
FEL and CRM interactions have been investigated
also in slow-wave structures (dielectric or periodi-
cally loaded waveguides) in which VezoVphoc:
Refs. [1–14] and [15–22] represent a two-decade
study of slow-wave CRMs and FELs, respectively.

The anomalous Doppler effect was proposed and
studied in the context of slow-wave CRMs
[1,3,4,13,14]. The effect occurs when the em wave
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is slower than the electron beam, VphoVez; hence
the Doppler shift is larger than the em-wave
frequency, kzVez > o: Consequently, the synchron-
ism (1) is possible only with a negative electron
motion frequency,

o ¼ �oe þ kzVez: ð2Þ

Generic tuning diagrams shown in Figs. 1a and b
for the normal and anomalous interactions are
illustrations of Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively. The
diagrams show on a o� kz map the em-wave
dispersion line (in a Vph angle) and the electron-
beam line (in a Vez angle). In Fig. 1a, the points A
and B denote normal interactions with forward
and backward waves, respectively. The Doppler

shift is positive for a forward wave, and negative
for a backward wave. The interaction in the
anomalous mode (Fig. 1b) requires a negative
electron-motion frequency and is possible only
with a forward slow-wave (Point C). The normal
forward-wave interaction (Point A in Fig. 1a) is
disabled in the anomalous condition. In a planar-
wiggler FEL (unlike an ideal helical-wiggler FEL)
the interaction with the backward wave mechan-
ism (Point B in Fig. 1b) remains possible as in the
normal condition, but with a lower frequency.

In an analogy to the anomalous CRM
[1,3,4,13,14], this paper discusses the feasibility of
an anomalous FEL operation in an ultra-slow-
wave structure, in which the em-wave phase-
velocity is slower even than the electron beam
itself. The paper presents preliminary experimental
observations, which can be attributed to an
anomalous FEL effect in a dielectric-loaded
stripline FEM. The effect is analyzed by a
modified Pierce equation, and its feasibility and
applicability are discussed.

2. Experimental setup

An anomalous effect was observed experimen-
tally in the dielectric-loaded stripline FEL. The
device, presented earlier in Ref. [20], is shown
schematically in Fig. 2. It consists of two copper
strips laid along a standard WR90 rectangular
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Fig. 1. Generic tuning diagrams for normal (a) and anomalous

(b) interactions. For CRMs, oe denotes the electron–cyclotron

frequency whereas for FELs oe ¼ kWVez is the electron

wiggling frequency. Points A and B denote the normal forward-

and backward-wave interactions, respectively, and Point C

denotes the anomalous interaction with a forward wave.
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Fig. 2. The FEL experimental scheme
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metallic tube. Each copper strip is attached to a
dielectric slab along the waveguide wall. The
dielectric slabs are made of ceramic (MCT-140 of
Trans-Tech Ceramics Inc.) with a dielectric con-
stant of eE140: The metal strips have both
mechanical and electrical functions; they protect
the dielectric material from the electron beam and
prevent electrical charges and damage to the
dielectric slabs. In addition, they support quasi-
TEM modes without a cut-off frequency.

The metallic strips stretched parallel to the FEL
axis eliminate any axial electromagnetic wave
component. Therefore, the longitudinal Cheren-
kov effect is excluded in this device. The metallic
strips ensure that the interaction is indeed a
transversal FEL effect.

The double stripline waveguide supports even
and odd quasi-TEM modes. Each mode has a
different transverse field profile [20], and it
propagates in a different phase velocity according
to its specific effective dielectric constant (eeffE8
for the odd mode, and eeffE140 for the even
mode).

The dielectric-loaded waveguide (Fig. 2) is
installed in our low-voltage FEM/CRM setup
[12,14,20,22,23], which consists of a thermionic
Pierce electron gun, a WR90 waveguide, a
solenoid, and a planar coaxially-fed folded-foil
wiggler [24]. The B12 keV electron beams is
dumped at the exit of the interaction region onto
a collector, which is also used to measure the
electron current. Three synchronized pulsers gen-
erate the solenoid, the e-gun, and the wiggler
pulses, as described in Ref. [12]. The solenoid
position can be varied with respect to the device
axis, in order to change the electron beam position
and to excite different transverse modes.

The FEL oscillator cavity is terminated at both
ends by mirrors with holes at the centers for the
entrance and exit of the electron beam. A small
probe placed in the cavity couples �25 db of the
inside radiation power to the output connector.
The sampled RF power is attenuated and split into
two parallel band-pass filters (BPFs). Oscillo-
scopes trace the detected outputs of the filters.
This diagnostic setup measures the spectral evolu-
tion of the oscillator radiation simultaneously with
the e-beam voltage.

3. Preliminary results

Figs. 3a and b represent two types of experi-
mental results observed in the setup described
above. Each figure shows the electron-gun voltage
sweep (i.e. the electron energy variation) at the
leading edge of the pulse, and the microwave
output signals measured simultaneously during the
voltage sweep in three parallel channels. One is a
direct detection of the output signal with no filter,
and the other two channels include band-pass
filters of 2.8–3.1 GHz and 4.5–5.7 GHz noted
below as the lower and higher frequency ranges,
respectively.

Fig. 3a shows for instance a normal FEL
oscillator behavior in which (as can be seen in
Fig. 1a) a decrease in the electron energy, and
consequently in their axial velocity, causes a

Fig. 3. Experimental results showing the radiation detected

output through band-pass filters with respect to the electron

accelerating voltage, in normal (a) and anomalous (b) modes.
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corresponding decrease in the FEL oscillation
frequency. In this example, the higher frequency
(B5 GHz) is excited at B10 kV, whereas the lower
frequency (B3 GHz) appears later at a lower
voltage (B8 kV). Similar results [20] obtained with
an electron beam on-axis are attributed to the
normal FEL interaction.

Occasionally, when the electron beam is tilted
off-axis by the solenoid, an opposite effect
occurred, namely the lower frequency appears in
a higher voltage than the higher frequency. Fig. 3b
shows an example in which the lower frequency
(B3 GHz) is associated with the higher
energy (B6 kV) whereas the higher frequency
(B5 GHz) appears later at 4 kV. Such an opposite
tendency of the em-wave frequency and the
electron velocity does not characterize a normal
FEL synchronism.

The effect observed in Fig. 3b provides a clue to
the possibility of an anomalous-Doppler effect in
slow-wave FELs. Fig. 1b shows how a decrease
in the axial electron velocity is associated with
an increase in the oscillation frequency (the
intersection point C gets higher). Hence, the
anomalous-Doppler effect known in CRMs may
explain a similar effect in a slow-wave FEL as well.
It should be noted, however, that the same
opposite tendency might exist also in a back-
ward-wave CRM (point B in Fig. 1a). This
possibility is excluded here by parametric con-
siderations, but it should be taken into account in
future studies.

4. Linear theory

A 1D FEL fluid model is modified in this section
to include the anomalous-Doppler effect. Assum-
ing a single-mode em-wave polarized in the #y

direction,

Ey ¼ AðzÞfðxÞE0ejðot�kzzÞ ð3Þ

where AðzÞ is the normalized wave amplitude
ðAðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ 1Þ; varying slowly along the #z-axis
due to the FEL interaction, fðxÞ is the transverse
profile of the em-mode, E0 is its electric field, and
o and kz are its angular frequency and long-
itudinal wave number, respectively. The waveguide

dispersion relation determines the phase velocity
as follows:

Vph ¼
o
kz

¼
cffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eeff

p ð4Þ

where eeff is the effective dielectric factor of the
transversely non-uniform waveguide. The electron
beam velocity along the planar wiggler (neglecting
the solenoid effect) is given by

~VVD#zVez þ #yVW cos kWz ð5Þ

where VW is the transverse amplitude of the
electron wiggling velocity.Fast-wave FELs operate
at Vph > c; whereas the slow-wave FELs satisfies
Vphoc: The latter, however, can be divided to two
different regimes. One is VezoVphoc for ‘‘ordin-
ary’’ slow-wave FELs, and the other is VphoVez

for the ‘‘ultra-slow’’ FEL in which the anomalous
behavior is expected. The model studied in this
section is applicable for these three regimes, i.e.
fast, slow, and ultra-slow FELs.

A straightforward algebraic derivation leads to
the FEL linear gain-dispersion relation in the
unified Pierce-equation form [25],

%AðsÞD
½s þ jyð81Þ�2

s½s þ jyð81Þ�2 þ jky2
p

ð6Þ

where the tuning parameter is given by

yð81Þ �
o

Vez

� kz8kW ð7Þ

for normal (yð�1Þ) and anomalous (yðþ1Þ) FEL
regimes. The coupling parameter is

k ¼
1

8

o
Vez

Ff
VW

c

� �2

and the space charge parameter is yp ¼ op=Vez

where op ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
er0=me0

p
is the space-charge angular

frequency (r0 is the e beam charge density).
Eq. (6) is applied to calculate the single-pass

gain for the experimental parameters presented
above. The numerical results are shown in Figs. 4a
and b for the normal and anomalous FEL
interactions with odd and even waveguide modes,
respectively. The anomalous gain curve, shown in
Fig. 4b, has an opposite S shape orientation to the
normal curve shown in Fig. 4a. The gain in the
anomalous FEL interaction attains its maximal
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value at a slightly higher frequency than the
perfect synchronism point (y ¼ 0).

The tuning condition for yðþ1Þ; as well as Eq. (2),
including Eq. (4) results in the tuning relation for
the anomalous FEL interaction

f ¼
Vez=lWffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

eeff

p
Vez=c � 1

ð8Þ

where
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eeff

p
Vez=c > 1: This tuning condition is

reversed in the normal interaction. The tuning
curves for the normal and anomalous FEL modes
observed in this experiment are computed by
Eq. (6) as maximum-gain loci on a frequency-
voltage map shown in Fig. 5. The dots present

experimental results. The tendency of the anom-
alous FEL frequency to grow in low voltages is
clearly seen, in agreement with the experimental
results.

5. Discussion

The anomalous FEL phenomenon is proposed
in this paper on the basis of a preliminary
experiment supported by a simple linear FEL
model. Further studies are needed to extend the
experimental data and to verify its agreement with
more detailed theoretical models. Possible inter-
ference of backward-wave CRM interactions
should be completely eliminated in future anom-
alous FEL experiments.

The advantages of the slow-wave FEL interac-
tion compared to the fast-wave device are the
reduced electron energy for the same frequency
(see Figs. 3a and b), and the wider spectral
bandwidth. For a planar-wiggler FEL, the di-
electric-loaded stripline structure is convenient for
impedance matching and coupling at both input
and output ports. For a circularly polarized
helical-wiggler FEL (unlike the planar-wiggler
FEL presented in this study), the anomalous
conditions may also eliminate the backward-wave

Fig. 4. Numerical results of the power gain with respect to the

operating frequency in normal (a) and anomalous (b) modes.

Fig. 5. Tuning curves computed by Eq. (6) as maximum gain

loci on a frequency-voltage map for the normal and anomalous

FEL experimental parameters. The experimental measurements

are indicated by dots.
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interaction (Point B in Fig. 1) and its consequent
absolute instabilities and spurious oscillations.

The difficulties in using slow-wave structures
(dielectric or periodic) stem from the vicinity
between the structure and the electron beam,
which may cause charging effects and, possibly,
damage to the structure. The electron beam
current and consequently the amplified microwave
power might be limited by this difficulty. This can
be overcome by new arrangements of multi-beam
anomalous-FEL amplifiers in multi-channel ar-
rays, as proposed for CRMs in Ref. [26].
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